Official Communication

Item: 2

Withdrawal of MERCY Joseph (KEN)

Summary:
MERCY Joseph (KEN) withdraws from Women's Singles and Mixed Doubles

Details:
MERCY Joseph (KEN) has withdrawn from the Women’s Singles and Mixed Doubles competition due to injury.

The scheduled Women' Singles match against CAMILLE Allisen (SEY) will result in a walk over. CAMILLE Allisen (SEY) will now progress through to the Round of 32 in the Women's Singles.

The scheduled Mixed Doubles match against DUNN Alexander/O'DONNELL Eleanor (SCO) will result in a walk over. DUNN Alexander/O'DONNELL Eleanor (SCO) will now progress through to the Round of 32 in the Mixed Doubles.

Issued by: Gretha Prinsloo (Referee)
Time: 9:19
Date: 10 APR 2018

This decision affects:
- Results: X
- Schedule: X
- Other: 
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